
media kit
Takeover Skins

All devices. One network.



The largest banner format Almost 100% visibility

Standardized creative for
all websites

Supports richmedia

100%



The programmatic “takeover” ofwebsites was a long time in coming. The situation
first changedwhen R2B2’s newTakeover Skin formatwas introduced at the end of
2015. Since then, the format has been available for use in programmatic
campaigns, making them suitable for brand promotion.

Advertisers get all the powerful targeting tools and can take over exclusively the
websites connected to their audience, thereby saving money on brand promotion.
Additionally, they have continuous control over the entire campaign and can
optimize it as they wish. Takeover Skins can also be used for storytelling and to
complement more complex advertising scenarios with something like native ads.

The 2000x1400 px banner covers most computer screens. The website that is
currently being viewed is displayed on the foreground of the banner.

The banner can be enhanced with special features and rich media, including
effects such as the animated overlay of two layers that respond to mouse
movement, video content, more clickable area, and other options for interactivity.

R2B2 also offers skins for mobile, tablet, and TV screens.

Description



Make your own R2B2 Takeover Skin creative using any
graphic editor, without a generator. When making a
Takeover Skin creative, it is important to keep in mind that
the data size of the image must always be less than 350
kB. If your creative is bigger, we recommend using
TinyPNG that compresses images by up to 70%without a
visible loss in quality. The HTML version is limited to 450
kB.
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Creative dimensions

2000×1400px

Maximumdata size

350kB / 450kB*
Can be bought via

R2B2 PremiumOnline
+ Google Marketing Platform a AppNexus

Formats

JPG, PNG, GIF, HTML5

Technical specifications

* the 450 kB limit applies to HTML5 creatives



How tomake aquality creative

A quality Takeover Skin creative both interests users and displays correctly on the
website. So, it is important to keep the various elements of the creative in the right
places when designing the ad. It is necessary to avoid placing important parts of
the ad too close to the centerwhere they could be covered bywebsite content. On
the other hand, if the ad message is too wide, it probably won’t fit on the screen
and there will be empty space or unimportant elements around the website
content. Therefore, to optimize the display of your ad message, we recommend
using a template, which will also make it easier for you to make the creative.

Download a PSD template for Takeover Skins atwww.r2b2.cz/skins-template

AD CONTENT PLACED TOO CLOSE TO THE CENTER
WILL BE COVERED BYWEBSITE CONTENT

ADS THAT ARE TOOWIDE
WILL NOT FIT ON THE SCREEN



* compared to standard banners

CASE STUDY

Programmatic Takeover Skins for AXA Assistance

The insurance agency AXA Assistance, via digital media agency Adexpres, used
programmatic Takeover Skins on the R2B2 network to promote its new product
Lawyer on Hand.

Programmatic Takeover Skins were chosen because they are superior among
banner formats. This format is also ideal for increasing brand awareness. The ample
space enables advertisers to present ad messages creatively.

The 2000x1400 px banner covers most computer screens. The website that is
currently being viewed is displayed on the foreground of the banner.

CTR

1.30%
Amount of time visible*

2.3× higher
More information at

r2b2.cz/axa-skins




